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Abstract 
A ‘computational algorithm’ for the exact equations representing the ‘scattering coefficients of 
an infinite grating of insulating dielectric circular cylinders associated with obliquely incident 
vertically polarized plane electromagnetic waves’ is generated by matrix methods, and the 
solution for the scattering coefficients is acquired by a matrix inversion procedure.  
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1. Introduction 
The classical electromagnetic problem of multiple scattering of plane waves by ‘periodic 
structures’ consisting of an infinite array made out of infinitely long insulating circular 
dielectric cylinders was treated by Twersky as long ago as 1956. He analyzed the 
problem of multiple scattering of plane waves at non-oblique arbitrary incidence on an 
infinite grating of circular cylinders employing the Green’s function approach [1-2], and 
the separation-of-variables technique in terms of the functional equation approach [3]. 
His techniques have recently been exploited in the area of acoustical wave 
propagation by Cai and Williams [4-5] who treated the multiple scattering of anti-plane 
shear waves in fibre-reinforced composite materials in order to reconstruct the solutions 
for abstract scatterers. Moreover, Cai [6] investigated the ‘layered multiple scattering 
techniques’ for anti-plane shear wave scattering from multiple gratings consisting of 
parallel cylinders. The more generalized case dealing with ‘obliquely incident plane 
electromagnetic waves’ was studied by Lee [7] who demonstrated the solution for the 
scattering of an obliquely incident plane wave by a collection of closely-spaced, radially-
stratified parallel cylinders that can have an arbitrary number of stratified layers [8]. 
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Kavaklıoğlu [9-11] extended the results of Twersky [1-3] for the ‘multiple scattering 
of the obliquely incident plane electromagnetic waves by an infinite grating of insulating 
dielectric circular cylinders’. In a more recent investigation by Kavaklıoğlu [12], the 
‘direct Neumann iteration technique’ has been employed in order to acquire the exact 
solutions for the scattering coefficients of an infinite grating in the form of an infinite 
series expansion in terms of “Wait’s single scattering coefficients for an isolated 
dielectric circular cylinder at oblique incidence” [13]. 
The purpose of this investigation is to acquire the “exact matrix representation for 
the multiple scattering coefficients of an infinite grating of circular dielectric cylinders 
for obliquely incident vertically polarized plane electromagnetic waves”, and capture the 
solution for the scattering coefficients of the infinite grating at oblique incidence. In the 
generalized oblique incidence solution presented in this article, the direction of the 
incident plane wave makes an arbitrary oblique angle of arrival iθ  with the positive z-
axis as depicted in figure 1. 
 
2. Problem formulation 
2.1. Multiple scattering representation of the incident fields 
We consider a vertically polarized obliquely incident plane electromagnetic wave upon 
an infinite array of insulating circular dielectric cylinders having infinite length with radii 
“ a ”, dielectric constant “ rε ”, and relative permeability “ rµ ”. The constituent cylinders 
of the infinite grating are placed perpendicularly to the x-y plane along the −y axis, all 
parallel to the −z axis, located at positions 0r , 1r , 2r ,., etc., and separated by a distance 
of “ d ”. For this configuration, the incident wave can be written in the cylindrical 
coordinate system )( ,, zR ss φ  of the ths  cylinder in terms of the cylindrical waves referred 
to the axis of ths  cylinder [9-13] as 
zik
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In the representation above, ivˆ  denotes the vertical polarization vector associated with a 
unit vector having a component parallel to all the cylinders, iφ  is the angle of incidence 
in x-y plane measured from −x axis in such a way that ii φπψ +=  as it is delineated in the 
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figure 1, implying that the wave is arbitrarily incident in the first quadrant of the 
coordinate system and “ )(xJn ” denotes Bessel function of order ‘n’. In expression (1), 
we have 
ir kk θsin0=        (2a) 
iz kk θcos0=        (2b) 
where 0k  stands for the free space wavenumber, and iθ  is the ‘obliquity angle’ made 
with −z axis. “ tie ω− ” time dependence is suppressed throughout the article, where “ω ” 
represents the angular frequency of the incident wave in radians per second and 
“ t ”stands for time in seconds. 
 
2.2. Multiple scattering representation for the z-components of the exterior fields 
The exact solution associated with the z-component of the electric field intensity in the 
exterior of the infinite grating can be expressed in terms of the incident electric field in 
the coordinate system of the ths  cylinder located at sr , plus a summation of cylindrical 
waves outgoing from the individual thn  cylinder located at nr , as ∞→− nrr , i. e., 
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The exterior electric and magnetic field intensities corresponding to the ‘vertically 
polarized obliquely incident plane electromagnetic waves’ are given in Kavaklıoğlu [9]  
as 
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The infinite set of undetermined coefficients { }∞ −∞=nnn HAA ,  arising in (4a, b) denotes the 
multiple scattering coefficients for the infinite array of dielectric cylinders corresponding 
to the ‘vertically polarized obliquely incident plane electromagnetic waves’, Z∈∋∀ nn , 
and “Z” represents the set of all integers. inE  in (4a, b)  is given as 
i
v
in
i
i
n eEE
ψθ −= 0sin        (5) 
In addition, nQ  and n
HQ  represent the multiple scattering effects, and are expressed as a 
linear combination of the undetermined ‘multiple scattering coefficients of the infinite 
grating at oblique incidence’ as 
nQ =  I0 nA +
m=−∞
m≠ n
∞∑  In-m mA       (6a) 
n
HQ =  I0 nA +
m=−∞
m≠n
∞∑  In-m mHA       (6b) 
Z∈∋∀ nn . I )( dkrn  is the generalized form of the ‘Schlömilch series for obliquely 
incident waves’ (Twersky [1-3], Kavaklıoğlu [9-12]) explicitly given as 
I ( )[ ]∑∞
=
−+−=
1
sinsin )1()( )1(
s
diskndisk
rnrn
irir eedskHdk ψψ    (7) 
which is convergent provided that πψ 2/)sin1( ir dk ±  does not equal integers. In (7), 
“ )()1( xHn ” denotes the Hankel function of first kind and of order ‘n’, Z∈∋∀ nn .  
 
3. Derivation of the exact matrix system of equations for the multiple scattering 
coefficients of the infinite grating at oblique incidence 
The equations describing the scattering coefficients for ‘vertically polarized and 
obliquely incident plane electromagnetic waves’ are first derived in Kavaklıoğlu [9] as 
nK n(1)H ( rk a )
0iωµ nβ ( rµ ) [ nA +
nJ ( rk a )
n
(1)H ( rk a )
( niE + nQ )] = −[ nHA + nα ( rµ )
nβ ( rµ ) n
HQ ]  (8a) 
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0iωε nβ ( rε ) [ n
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J ( rk a )
n
(1)H ( rk a )
n
HQ ] =[ nA + n
α ( rε )
nβ ( rε ) ( n
iE + nQ )]   (8b) 
Z∈∋∀ nn . In the equations above, we have the following constants 
nK = znk
a
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Z∈∋∀ nn , where k1  is defined as irrkk θµε 201 cos−= , and 
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for ζ ∈{ε,µ}, Z∈∋∀ nn . )(ςnJ  and )()1( ςnH  in equation (10a, b) are defined as the first 
derivatives of these functions with respect to their arguments, i.e., )()( ςς ς nddn JJ ≡  and 
)()( )1()1( ςς ς nddn HH ≡ . Introducing some new constants for ζ ∈{ε,µ} and  Z∈∋∀ nn  as 
n
ζa = nα ( rζ )
nβ ( rζ )          (11a) 
n
ζb = nK
0iωζ
n
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nc = nJ ( rk a)
n
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and employing (6a, b), we can interpret the exact form of the equations for the scattering 
coefficients in (8a, b)as follows: 
n
εb [ nHA + nc mHA
m= −∞
+∞∑ In-m( rk d )] = nA + nεa [ niE + mA
m=−∞
+∞∑ In-m( rk d )]  (12a) 
n
µb { nA + nc [( niE + mA
m= −∞
+∞∑ In-m( rk d )]}= −[ nHA + nµa nHA
m=−∞
+∞∑ In-m( rk d )]  (12b) 
∀n∋n ∈Z . Equations (12a, b) are the equivalents of (8a, b) written in simplified 
notation, and the constants appearing in these equations can be determined using (11a, b, 
c) as 
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for ζ ∈{ε,µ}, and  Z∈∋∀ nn . Utilizing (5b) and (9) together in (13b), we have deduced 
that 
nK rk
0iωζ =
iF
0cζ (
n
rk a
)         (14) 
for ζ ∈{ε,µ} and Z∈∋∀ nn , where ‘c’ stands for the speed of light in free space as 
εµ 00
1=c          (15) 
and, ‘F’ is defined as 
F = ( rµ rε −1) icosθ
rµ rε − 2cos iθ         (16) 
Inserting (14) into (13b), we have gotten 
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for ζ ∈{ε,µ}, and  Z∈∋∀ nn . Defining, 
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0
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which is the intrinsic impedance of free space. Employing (18) in (17), for ζ ∈{ε,µ}, we 
have obtained 
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Z∈∋∀ nn . Rearranging the equations in (12a, b), we have obtaied 
nA + nεa [ niE + mA
m=−∞
+∞∑  In-m( rk d )]− nεb [ nHA + nc mHA
m=−∞
+∞∑  In-m( rk d )] = 0   (20a) 
[ nHA + nµa nHA
m=−∞
m=+∞∑  In-m( rk d )]+ nµb { nA + nc [( niE + mA
m=−∞
+∞∑  In-m( rk d )]}= 0  (20b) 
Z∈∋∀ nn . Using the forms nQ  and nHQ  explicitly in (20a, b), we can modify the 
equations for the scattering coefficients as 
(1 + nεa  I0) nA + nεa mA
m=−∞
m≠n
+∞∑  In-m− nεb [(1+ nc  I0) nHA + nc mHA
m=−∞
m≠n
+∞∑  In-m]= − nεa niE   (21a) 
and, 
(1 + nµa  I0) nHA + nµa mHA
m=−∞
m≠n
+∞∑  In-m+ nµb [(1 + nc  I0) nA + nc mA
m=−∞
m≠n
+∞∑  In-m] = − nµb nc niE  (21b) 
Z∈∋∀ nn . The equations (21a, b) for the sepecial case of ‘n=0’ will be simplified as 
0A = −[ 0εa (1 + 0εa  I0)][ 0iE + mA
m=−∞
m≠ 0
+∞∑  I-m]    (22a) 
0
HA = −[ 0µa (1 + 0µa  I0)][ mHA
m=−∞
m≠ 0
+∞∑  I-m ]      (22b) 
Indicating those scattering coefficients corresponding to 0A  and 0HA  explicitly in (21a, 
b), we have 
(1 + nεa  I0) nA + nεa [ 0A  In+ mA
m= −∞
m≠ 0,n
+∞∑  In-m]         
− nεb [(1+ nc  I0)AnH + cn ( A0H  In+ mHA
m=−∞
m≠ 0,n
+∞∑  In-m)] = − nεa niE   (23a) 
and, 
(1 + nµa  I0)An
H + anµ[A0H  In+ mHA
m=−∞
m≠ 0,n
+∞∑  In-m ]        
+ nµb [(1 + nc  I0) nA + nc ( 0A  In+ mA
m= −∞
m≠ 0,n
+∞∑  In-m)] = − nµb nc niE   (23b) 
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∀n ∋ {n ∈Z |  n ≠ 0}. Similarly, for the special case with ‘n=0’, (22a, b) can be written as 
0A = −[ 0εa (1 + 0εa  I0)][ 0iE + ( nA  I-n+ mA
m=−∞
m≠ 0 ,n
+∞∑  I-m )]     (24a) 
for the scattering coefficients corresponding to the electric field, and 
0
HA = −[ 0µa (1+ 0µa I0 )][ nHA I-n+ mHA
m= −∞
m≠ 0 ,n
+∞∑ I-m]     (24b) 
for the scattering coefficients corresponding to the magnetic field. We have noticed that 
the equations (24a, b) represent the solutions for 0A , and 0HA  which are expressed in 
terms of all the other scattering cofficients  { }Hnn AA , , ∀n ∋{n ∈Z |  n ≠ 0}. Therefore, we 
can insert these solutions of 0A  and 0HA  into (23a, b) to eliminate 0A  and 0HA  terms from 
the equations of the scattering coefficients. For this purpose, we have first used (24a, b) 
in the evaluation of the following identities as 
n
εa [ 0A  In+ mA
m=−∞
m≠ 0,n
+∞∑  In-m] ≡ −[ 0εa (1 + 0εa  I0)] nεa  In 0iE −[ 0εa (1 + 0εa  I0)]  In In nεa nA   
+ nεa mA
m=−∞
m≠ 0,n
+∞∑ { In-m−[ 0εa (1 + 0εa  I0)]  In I-m}   (25a) 
∀n ∋{n ∈Z |  n ≠ 0}, and 
n
µa [ 0HA  In+ mHA
m=−∞
m≠ 0,n
+∞∑  In-m] ≡ −[ 0µa (1+ 0µa  I0)]  In I-n nµa nHA     
+ nµa mHA
m= −∞
m≠ 0, n
+∞∑ { In-m−[ 0µa (1+ 0µa  I0)]  In I -m}  (25b) 
∀n ∋ {n ∈Z |  n ≠ 0}. Using (25a, b) in (23a, b), we have gotten the equations for the 
scattering coefficients of the infinite grating of circular dielectric cylinders as 
{1+ nεa { I0−[ 0εa (1 + 0εa  I0)]  In I-n}} nA        
+ nεa mA
m=−∞
m≠ 0,n
+∞∑ { In-m−[ 0εa (1 + 0εa  I0 )]  In I-m}      
− nεb { nHA [1+ nc { I0−[ 0µa (1+ 0µa  I0)]  In I-n }]      
+ nc mHA
m= −∞
m≠ 0
+∞∑ { In-m−[ 0µa (1+ 0µa  I0)]  In I-m}}    
= − nεa { niE − [ 0εa (1+ 0εa  I0)]  In 0iE }  (26a) 
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and 
{1+ nµa { I0−[ 0µa (1+ 0µa  I0)]  In I-n}} nHA        
+ nµa mHA
m=−∞
m≠ 0, n
+∞∑ { In-m−[ 0µa (1+ 0µa  I0)]  In I-m}      
+ nµb { nA [1+ nc { I0−[ 0εa (1 + 0εa  I0 )]  In I-n}]      
+ nc mA
m=−∞
m≠ 0
+∞∑ {−[ 0εa (1 + 0εa  I0)]  In I-m } }= − nµb nc niE   (26b) 
∀n ∋{n ∈Z |  n ≠ 0}. The equations in (26a, b) together represent the complete set of 
equations for the scattering coefficients of the infinite grating of circular dielectric 
cylinders at oblique incidence. Incorporating the first terms inside the brackets into the 
infinite summation, (26a, b) can be written more compactly as 
nA + nεa mA
m=−∞
m≠ 0
+∞∑ { In-m−[ 0εa (1 + 0εa  I0)]  In I-m}       
− nεb { nHA + nc mHA
m=−∞
m≠ 0
+∞∑ { In-m−[ 0µa (1+ 0µa  I0)]  In I-m}     
= − nεa { niE − [ 0εa (1+ 0εa  I0)]  In 0iE }  (27a) 
and 
n
HA + nµa mHA
m=−∞
m≠ 0
+∞∑ { In-m−[ 0µa (1+ 0µa  I0)]  In I-m}       
+ nµb { nA + nc mA
m=−∞
m≠0
+∞∑ { In-m−[ 0εa (1 + 0εa  I0)]  In I-m } = − nµb nc niE  (27b) 
∀n ∋ {n ∈Z |  n ≠ 0}. The equations in (27a, b) represent the complete set of equations for 
the scattering coefficients nA  and nHA ’s of the infinite grating at oblique incidence. On 
the other hand, 0A  and 0HA ’s are obtained from (22a, b) in terms of all the other 
scattering coefficients, i.e., nA  and nHA ’s ∀n ∋{n ∈Z | n ≠ 0}. 
Defining a new set of parameters n, mζd , n
ζe , and n
ζf  for ζ ∈{ε,µ}, and 
∀n ∋{n ∈Z |  n ≠ 0} and ∀m ∋{m∈Z | m ≠ 0} as 
n, m
ζd = {In-m−[ 0ζa (1+ 0ζa I0 )]  In I-m }       (28a) 
n
ζe = − nζa { niE − [ 0ζa (1+ 0ζa  I0 )]  In 0iE }      (28b) 
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n
ζf = − nζb nc niE          (28c) 
and employing the expressions (28a, b, c) in the equations (27a, b), the equations for the 
‘scattering coefficients of the infinite grating associated with obliquely incident and 
vertically polarized waves’ can more compactly be expressed as 
n[ A nε+a n ,mεd
m=−∞
m≠ 0
+∞∑ mA ] nε−b nH[ A n+c n , mµd
m=−∞
m≠ 0
+∞∑ mHA ]= nεe     (29a) 
n
H[ A nµ+a n , mµd
m= −∞
m≠ 0
+∞∑ mHA ] nµ+b n[A n+c n,mεd
m=−∞
m≠0
+∞∑ mA ]= nµf     (29b) 
∀n ∋ {n ∈Z |  n ≠ 0}. We have obtained the following matrix system of equations  from 
(29a, b) as 
A}.D].[+I{ εεaDiag n ecDiagbDiag
H
nn
εµε =− A}.D].[+I].{[   (30a) 
and, 
A}.D].[+I{ HnaDiag
µµ fcDiagbDiag nn
µεµ =A.}D].[+I].{[+  (30b) 
where, for ζ ∈{ε,µ}. In (30a, b), we have defined 
[ ] Λ≡
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⎥
⎦
⎤
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1
1
2
3
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0
a
a
a
a
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a
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  (31) 
where, Λζ  is an ∞ ×∞  diagonal matrix, defined for ζ ∈{ε,µ} , and its elements, nζa , are 
given in (13a); 
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where, B
ζ
 is an ∞ ×∞  diagonal matrix, defined for ζ ∈{ε,µ} ; and its elements, nζb , are 
given in (13b); 
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where, Γ  is an ∞ ×∞  diagonal matrix, and its elements, nc , are given in (11c); and 
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....
....
..
..
..
..
....
....
..
..
....
....
=D
2,21,2
2,11,1
1,22,2
1,12,1
2,11,1
2,21,2
1,12,1
1,22,2
,
dd
dd
dd
dd
dd
dd
dd
dd
d mn
ζζ
ζζ
ζζ
ζζ
ζζ
ζζ
ζζ
ζζ
ζζ
   (34) 
where, D
ζ
 is an ∞ × ∞  matrix, defined for ζ ∈{ε,µ} , and its elements, n, mζd , are given 
in (28a); and I  is an ∞ × ∞  identity matrix. In addition, we have 
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⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
≡
−
−
−
.
.
.
.
3
2
1
1
2
3
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
ζ
ζ
ζ
ζ
ζ
ζ
ζ
  (35a)   
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛
≡
−
−
−
.
.
.
.
3
2
1
1
2
3
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
ζ
ζ
ζ
ζ
ζ
ζ
ζ
   (35b) 
where, 
ζe  and ζf  are ∞ ×1 vectors, defined for ζ ∈{ε,µ} , and their elements nζe , and 
n
ζf  are given in (28b, c) respectively. On the other hand, the unknown scattering 
coefficients associated with the exterior electric and magnetic fields are defined as 
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛
≡
−
−
−
.
.
.
.
A
3
2
1
1
2
3
A
A
A
A
A
A
  (36a)   
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
≡
−
−
−
.
.
.
.
A
3
2
1
1
2
3
A
A
A
A
A
A
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
   (36b) 
A  and AH  are ∞ ×1 unknown vectors for the ‘scattering coefficients of the electric and 
magnetic fields of the infinite grating of dielectric circular cylinders corresponding to the 
the vertically polarized obliquely incident plane electromagnetic waves’. 
We can use the definitions of (31-36a, b) in combining (30a, b) into a single 
matrix system of equations for the scattering coefficients of the infinite grating at oblique 
incidence, and write (30a, b) as a “unique” matrix system of equation for the all of the 
scattering coefficients as 
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⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛
−−
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛
−−
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎦
⎤
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎣
⎡
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ Λ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ Γ
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ Γ−⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ Λ
=
f
e
H µ
ε
µµεµ
µεεε
A
A
D.+I|D.+I.B
|
D.+I.B|D.+I
   (37) 
 
4. The solution to the exact matrix system of equations for the scattering coefficients 
of the infinite grating at oblique incidence 
The ‘matrix system of equations for the scattering coefficients of the exterior 
electric and magnetic fields corresponding to the vertically polarized obliquely incident 
plane electromagnetic waves’ expressed by (37) can be rewritten as two separete matrix 
equations as 
eH εµεεε =⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ Γ−⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ Λ A.D.+I.BA.D.+I     (38a) 
fH µµµεµ =⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ Λ+⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ Γ A.D.+IA.D.+I.B     (38b) 
From (38a) we can solve for A  as  
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ Γ+⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ Λ=
−
A).D.+I.(BD.+IA
1
He µεεεε     (39a) 
and, from (38b) we can solve for AH  as 
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ Γ−⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ Λ=
−
A).D.+I.(BD.+IA
1 εµµµµ fH     (39b) 
Using the expression of (39b) for AH  in (39a), we have obtained the solution for A  as 
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ Γ⎢⎣
⎡ ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ Λ
−
D.+I.B.D.+I+I=A
1 µεεε
11
D.+I.B.D.+I.
−−
⎥⎦
⎤⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ Γ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ Λ εµµµ
  
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ Λ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ Γ+⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ Λ
−−
fe µµµµεεεε .D.+I.D.+I.B.D.+I.
11
  (40) 
Defining two ∞ ×∞  matrices in terms of the previously defined matrices as 
1)D.+I).(D.+I.(B −ΛΓ≡Ω µµµεεµ
     (41) 
and interchanging the places of ε  and µ  in (41), we have defined 
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1)D.+I).(D.+I.(B −ΛΓ≡Ω εεεµµε
     (42) 
W can put the expression for A  in (40) into 
]).().I.[()D.+I(A
1111 fe µµεεµ
ε
εµµε
εε Ω+Ω+Ω⋅Ω+Λ= −−−−   (43) 
inserting the expression of A  in (43) into AH  in (39b), we have finally obtained 
( ) ( )[ ]feH µεµµεεεµµεµµ ..)D.+I(A 11 Ω⋅Ω+Ω+Ω⋅Λ−= −−    (44) 
Combining (43-44) into a single matrix expression, we can write 
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎦
⎤
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎣
⎡
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ Λ−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ Λ
=
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛
−−
−
−
D.+I
|
|
0
|
0|
|
D.+I
A
A
1
1
µµ
εε
H
 
 
( )
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛
−−
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ ΩΩ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ ΩΩ
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ ΩΩΩΩ+
× ⎥⎥⎦
⎤
⎢⎢⎣
⎡
−
−−−
f
e
µ
ε
εµµεµεεµ
µεεµεµµε
.|+
|
+|.I
1
111
  (45) 
which is the complete solution vector for the whole scattering coefficients of the infinite 
grating at oblique incidence. 
 
5. Conclusion 
In this investigation, we have derived the ‘exact matrix system equations for the multiple 
scattering coefficients of an infinite grating associated with vertically polarized obliquely 
incident plane electromagnetic waves’. In addition, we have acquired the solution for the 
scattering coefficients at oblique incidence by matrix inversion procedure. 
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